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1 INTRODUCTION
Humans naturally modify the percentage of time they
spend in the double support (DS) phase of gait as
they modulate their speed, but this change is done
unconsciously. As humans walk faster, the DS phase
decreases, both in time and as a percentage of step
duration. In addition, peak knee angle increases in
both stance and swing, and the range of motion at
both the hip and ankle increases [1, 2]. However,
it is unknown which changes are explicitly due to a
change in DS percentage and which are simply adap-
tations to the change in speed. In this study, subjects
directly modulated their DS fraction while holding
speed constant, and the change to their gait was ana-
lyzed. The analysis of these changes can be used to
develop a better understanding of the role of the DS
period in gait.

2 METHODS
The results presented herein are part of a larger study.
Kinematic data (Vicon, Oxford, UK) were collected
from 7 health adults (3 male) walking on a split-belt
instrumented treadmill (Bertec, Columbis, OH). One
additional subject’s data were collected, but are omit-
ted because the subject did not complete the task re-
quirements. Subjects chose a slow, comfortable pace;
this speed was used for all four one-minute trials and
this natural step frequency was specified in two tri-
als. Subjects then walked with a normal or decreased
DS fraction and were given time to adapt to each gait
before data collection. During the first two trials, one
for each DS condition, no feedback was provided.
During the last two trials, a metronome dictated step
frequency and visual feedback indicated DS fraction.
The order of the trials within each block was ran-
domized. Normal DS with feedback is the control
condition because it ensures the gait’s spatial tem-
poral values are identical to normal walking before
subjects modified their gait. Comparisons are with
respect to this trial. All values presented are statisti-
cally significant at α = 0.05.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As expected, when walking with a normal DS per-
centage, subjects maintained their normal step fre-
quency within ±4%, and feedback had almost no ef-
fect on gait. All subjects decreased their DS frac-
tion, both when provided with feedback and with-
out feedback. When shortening DS percentage with
feedback, all subjects maintained their normal step
frequency within ±5%. When shortening DS per-
centage without feedback, step frequency decreased
by 14% ± 12%. The DS percentage decreased by
25% ± 11% (feedback) and 31% ± 12% (no feed-
back). DS time decreased by 25%± 11% with feed-
back and 22% ± 12% without feedback and single
support (SS) time increased by 11%± 8% with feed-
back and 32%± 19% without feedback. Without the
step cadence constraint, subjects achieved a shorter
DS percentage by substantially increasing SS time.
Adding the step cadence constraint forced subjects
to reduce SS time, and they decreased DS time to
compensate and achieve the desired DS percentage.

FOOT HEIGHT When decreasing DS percentage,
swing foot height increased (Fig. 1). The peak height
of the swing foot, measured at the heel, increased by
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Figure 1: Swing foot height over normalized swing
period. Shaded areas represent one standard devia-
tion. Reducing the DS percentage increased swing
foot height.
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Figure 2: Joint angles. Markers represent contralateral and ipsolateral toe off, the vertical line represents contralat-
eral heel strike, and the shaded areas represent one standard deviation from the mean. Conscious modification of
the DS period affected a noticeable change in joint angle trajectories while feedback had a smaller effect.

14%±21% (feedback) and 25%±29% (no feedback).
The timing of the peak foot height relative to the total
step time did not significantly change. This change in
foot height indicates that subjects chose to lift their
feet higher to increase the time spent in SS, rather
than slow their foot velocity and maintain the same
foot trajectory.

KINEMATICS Hip angle from heelstrike to con-
tralateral heelstrike was similar between conditions
(Fig. 2). Hip flexion from contralateral heelstrike
through the swing phase increased, with the peak hip
angle increasing by 31% ± 41% without feedback,
but the increase was not statistically significant with
feedback. Similar to the hip angle, the knee angle
from heelstrike to contralateral heelstrike was similar
between conditions, although the shortened DS gaits
have more knee flexion on average. Knee flexion
from contralateral heelstrike through the swing phase
significantly increased, with the peak knee angle in-
creasing by 18% ± 16% (feedback) and 25% ± 29%
(no feedback). Interestingly, the knee angle at con-
tralateral toe off did not change as much, only differ-
ing by ±4%. This suggests that toe-off may be driven
by the trailing knee angle [3]. When shortening DS
percentage, ankle range of motion from heelstrike to
contralateral heelstrike decreased by 30%±29% with
feedback and 28%± 30% without feedback. In both
cases, peak dorsiflexion shifted earlier so that it oc-
curred just before toe off. Adding feedback allowed
subjects to see how well they were achieving the goal
but added a step cadence constraint. This addition
significantly affected the swing foot height, which
was decreased 9% ± 17% compared to the short DS

without feedback trial. It also significantly affected
ankle angle from contralateral toe off through ipsolat-
eral toe off, decreasing peak dorsiflexion by 6◦ ± 6◦.
Thus, as expected, subjects modified their gait dif-
ferently when step cadence was or was not speci-
fied. The changes in the joint trajectories are sim-
ilar to changes made when walking faster [2], but
consciously shortening the DS percentage resulted in
a more substantial change during swing and a less
substantial change during stance. This may be be-
cause average hip velocity must match average walk-
ing speed. Altering stance leg kinematics will also
alter hip velocity, thus making it difficult to maintain
the given walking speed. In contrast, adjusting swing
leg velocity is much easier [4].

4 CONCLUSIONS
To accommodate a shortened DS fraction without
changing walking speed, subjects increased swing
knee flexion, reduced ankle range of motion, and in-
creased swing foot height. The changes are distinct
from those made when increasing walking speed and
affect the swing leg far more than the stance leg.
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